**ROUTE 1**

**Chatsworth Loop**

Stately homes and standing stones

1. From Hassop station car park go onto the Monsal Trail and TL (signpost Rowland and Hassop). Continue downhill to join the main road B6012. TL immediately R by Syms Arms PH. (signpost Hassop). Continue downhill to join the trail. TL (signpost Rowland and Hassop). Continue downhill to join the trail. TL (signpost Rowland and Hassop). Continue downhill to join the trail. TL (signpost Rowland and Hassop). Continue downhill to join the trail.
2. At T-jct RS, go downhill into Bakewell TL onto the A6 (signpost Hassop). Continue downhill to join the trail. TL (signpost Rowland and Hassop). Continue downhill to join the trail. TL (signpost Rowland and Hassop). Continue downhill to join the trail. TL (signpost Rowland and Hassop). Continue downhill to join the trail.
3. At T-jct RS, go downhill into Bakewell TL onto the A6 (signpost Hassop). Continue downhill to join the trail. TL (signpost Rowland and Hassop). Continue downhill to join the trail. TL (signpost Rowland and Hassop). Continue downhill to join the trail.
4. At T-jct RS, go downhill into Bakewell TL onto the A6 (signpost Hassop). Continue downhill to join the trail. TL (signpost Rowland and Hassop). Continue downhill to join the trail. TL (signpost Rowland and Hassop). Continue downhill to join the trail.
5. At T-jct RS, go downhill into Bakewell TL onto the A6 (signpost Hassop). Continue downhill to join the trail. TL (signpost Rowland and Hassop). Continue downhill to join the trail. TL (signpost Rowland and Hassop). Continue downhill to join the trail.
6. At T-jct RS, go downhill into Bakewell TL onto the A6 (signpost Hassop). Continue downhill to join the trail. TL (signpost Rowland and Hassop). Continue downhill to join the trail. TL (signpost Rowland and Hassop). Continue downhill to join the trail.
7. At T-jct RS, go downhill into Bakewell TL onto the A6 (signpost Hassop). Continue downhill to join the trail. TL (signpost Rowland and Hassop). Continue downhill to join the trail. TL (signpost Rowland and Hassop). Continue downhill to join the trail.
8. At T-jct RS, go downhill into Bakewell TL onto the A6 (signpost Hassop). Continue downhill to join the trail. TL (signpost Rowland and Hassop). Continue downhill to join the trail. TL (signpost Rowland and Hassop). Continue downhill to join the trail.
9. At T-jct RS, go downhill into Bakewell TL onto the A6 (signpost Hassop). Continue downhill to join the trail. TL (signpost Rowland and Hassop). Continue downhill to join the trail. TL (signpost Rowland and Hassop). Continue downhill to join the trail.
10. At T-jct RS, go downhill into Bakewell TL onto the A6 (signpost Hassop). Continue downhill to join the trail. TL (signpost Rowland and Hassop). Continue downhill to join the trail. TL (signpost Rowland and Hassop). Continue downhill to join the trail.

**ROUTE 2**

**The Monsal Trail**

A stunning traffic-free route

1. From Hassop station car park go onto the Monsal Trail and continue on the track to the exit at Blackwell Mill.
2. Turn around and follow the trail back the same way.

**Start/End Point:** Hassop station car park and Cycle Hire car park (on Monsal Trail) DE45 1NW

**Distance:** 28 miles

**Access:** Free

**Grade:** Easy

**100% trail**

**Cafe:** Hassop Station, Bakewell, Baslow, Chatsworth, Edensor, Beeley, Rowsley

**Pubs:** Great Longdendale, Bakewell, Beeley, Rowsley, Stanton in Peak, Youlgreave

**Maps:** Bakewell, Great Longdendale, Bakewell, Rowsley

**Further information:** For more information about cycle-friendly accommodation and places to eat and drink visit: www.visitpeakdistrict.com www.cyclistswelcome.co.uk

---

**Disclaimer:**

All routes are followed at a rider's own risk. These routes are intended to be general guides: please observe all road signs, waymarks and other specific on-route instructions. Neither the PDNPA nor partners can be held responsible for any errors or consequences that arise from using this route information.

Peak District National Park Authority, Derbyshire Dales District Council and Marketing Peak District & Derbyshire.
ROUTE 4

Hassop to Monsal Head

1. From Hassop Station car park go on the Monsal Trail and TR. Follow the rail track. Thornbridge station (you will see former station master’s house on the left). Double back at end of platform on your right and through a gate to leave the trail.
2. TL at end TL into Great Longstone.
3. At the Gritton Pin TR TL. Follow the rail track through Little Longstone. Pass the station (Monsal Head) on your left and then follow the rail track.
4. TR then immediately L into car park (lake). Continue crossing road and climb over the hill.
5. Exit car park and TR down to Everyday Island. At TL of the trail (on Monsal Trail) DE45 1NW.
6. Continue crossing road and climb over the hill.
7. TL onto A6 towards Bakewell. TL over packhorse bridge before reaching the road to Bakewell.
8. At A6021 (one way) then immediately take 2nd exit at the roundabout.
9. Take 2nd left to Hassop (B6001). Take 4th exit at roundabout into Hassop Station car park.
10. TL on trail to Hassop.

ROUTE 3

A Limestone Loop

Experience a typical White Peak landscape

1. From Hassop Station car park take 1st L at roundabout towards Bakewell. At TL TR into Bakewell.
2. At roundabout take 2nd L at roundabout and take the left fork. Continue downhill to Conksbury Bridge and continue uphill following the road to Bakewell.
3. At TL. TL onto A6 towards Bakewell. TL and then first R. Descend into Monyash.
4. At T-jct TL. SA at crossroads by village green and Bulls Head PH.
5. At T-jct TL and first R. Descend into Monyash.
6. At T-jct TL. SA at crossroads by village green and Bulls Head PH.
7. TL on trail to Hassop Station.

Whiston and Tideswell Loop

10% - 30% slopes.

1. From Hassop Station car park go onto the Monsal Trail and TR. Follow the rail track. Thornbridge station (you will see former station master’s house on the left). Double back at end of platform on your right and through a gate to leave the trail.
2. TL at end TL into Great Longstone.
3. At the Gritton Pin TR TL. Follow the rail track through Little Longstone. Pass the station (Monsal Head) on your left and then follow the rail track.
4. TR then immediately L into car park (lake). Continue crossing road and climb over the hill.
5. Exit car park and TR down to Everyday Island. At TL of the trail (on Monsal Trail) DE45 1NW.
6. Continue crossing road and climb over the hill.
7. TL onto A6 towards Bakewell. TL over packhorse bridge before reaching the road to Bakewell.
8. At A6021 (one way) then immediately take 2nd exit at the roundabout.
9. Take 2nd left to Hassop (B6001). Take 4th exit at roundabout into Hassop Station car park.
10. TL on trail to Hassop.